Basic science research in postgraduate surgical training: difficulties encountered by clinical scientists.
Clinical training of physicians and surgeons involves teaching students and residents both the science and the art of medicine. The science of medicine involves clinical skills honed through reading textbooks and journals and experience in diagnosing and treating myriad diseases. The art of medicine involves the important communication skills necessary for a good doctor-patient relationship. A third aspect of training, basic science research, is frequently de-emphasized or omitted entirely. In general, training programs frequently do not allow protected time in a laboratory setting for the resident. The few weeks to months that some programs allow is insufficient to establish a thorough understanding of scientific method. The article describes the introduction of one of the authors from a clinically oriented training background into the laboratory and outlines the pitfalls frequently encountered when a clinician embarks on basic science research training. The necessity for sufficient protected time in the laboratory away from clinical responsibilities is recognized.